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INTERVIEW

Truc Trang Walls

Simon Castets
in conversation with

ADRIÀ JULIÀ
With his works Truc Trang Walls (2006,) Adrià Julià (b.
1974 in Barcelona, Spain, lives and works in Los Angeles, California) collates the personal history of a Vietnamese man, Diep Nguyen, with the grand narratives of
colonialism and war. A non-linear documentary of sorts,
Truc Trang Walls records on film the construction of
Nguyen’s home in his native village, after his thirty-year
exile in the United States. Expanded with photographic
records of Nguyen’s belongings, the video’s fragmentary aesthetic mirrors the recalcitrance of an individual
story to the larger historical scheme.
SIMON CASTETS Your work is often structured in groups of pieces that
expand each other’s narrative potential. How would you characterize
\PMZMTI\QWV[PQXJM\_MMV\PMXPW\WOZIXP[IVL\PMÅTUNWZTruc Trang
Walls?
ADRIÀ JULIÀ The photographs do have a cinematographic
character. This is the result of their ‘composition,’ which is
made up (or built up) of multiple frames over a period of
time. The cutting between the frames, however, is obscured,
as in all the elements are presented on a single plane while the
photomontage element remains concealed. In other words: as
all the elements in the photograph remain perfectly in focus,
there is the illusion of a documentary. This effect is achieved
through compositions based on different focal lengths (and
thus inherently different time frames), which are then digitally
montaged. There is a seamless logic to the picture plane that
leads to the ‘illusion’ of transparency. However, rather than
making it easier for the viewer to assess the information one
way or the other, this accumulation of detail, all of it having
equal weight within the image, produces an overwhelming
effect where the viewer is forced to sift through every detail in
WZLMZ\WLM\MZUQVM[QOVQÅKIVKM<PMTMV[LWM[VW\XZW^QLM\PM
comfort of focus manipulation, and the ensuing transparency
actually renders layers of opacity to the meaning.
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Like in La Villa Basque, Vernon, California,\PMKQVMUI\WOZIXPa
of Truc Trang Walls studiously lingers on details and creates a
piece by piece portrait of a situation. How does the alternation of this
scrutinisation with wider views construct the narrative?
<PM ÅTU[ QV^MZ\ \PM [\ZI\MOa \PI\ 1 R][\ LM[KZQJML QV \PM
photographs. Whereas the photograph, when considered
from a ‘cinematographic’ perspective, enables the various
planes of the picture plane to be presented simultaneously
IVL IKPQM^M[ I LMKMX\Q^M \ZIV[XIZMVKa \PM ÅTU VIZZI\Q^M
-precisely because the frames are not presented
simultaneously- heightens the fragmentary nature of the
position of the camera within the scene. The use of closeups denies the spectator an over-all sense of space. The
camera does not travel from one detail to the next within a
continuous space, but rather leaps from one discontinuous
place to the next. The tension between different spatial
locations is doubled in the dialogue, as multiple narratives
in different languages collide. I would like the narrative to
be built from these elements that, strictly speaking, cannot
JM ZM[WT^ML  1 IU XIZ\QK]TIZTa QV\MZM[\ML QV \PM[M Å[[]ZM[
between the elements, the languages and spaces they
attempt to articulate.
<PM[IUMKW]TLJM[IQLIJW]\\PMKWV\MV\WN \PMOTI[[KIJQVM\[_PQKP
UQ` XMZ[WVIT SVQKSSVIKS[ _Q\P XWZ\ZIQ\[ WN  *QTT +TQV\WV IVL 4MVQV
IUWVOW\PMZ[7V\WXWN \PMW^MZ_PMTUQVOV]UJMZWN WJRMK\[PMQOP\MVML
Ja aW]Z KWUXW[Q\QWV \PMQZ W^MZ_PMTUQVOTa LQ[XIZI\M WZQOQV[ KZMI\M I
V]UJMZWN »Å[[]ZM[¼\PI\KITTNWZQV\MZXZM\I\QWV2WPV*ITLM[[IZQ[IQL
¹?PMV \_W \PQVO[ IZM JZW]OP\ QV\W [WUM [WZ\ WN  UIOVM\QK XZW`QUQ\a
CEUMIVQVOWKK]Z[<_W_WZL[\_WQUIOM[\_WWJRMK\[_PI\M^MZQ\
Q[?PM\PMZ\PMZM¼[]VQ^MZ[ITQ\aWZIOZMMUMV\WV\PMUMIVQVO1ZI\PMZ
LW]J\Q\<PI\¼[XZWJIJTaXZM\\aK]T\]ZIT*]\Q\NI[KQVI\M[UM\PI\XMWXTM
_IV\\PQVO[\WUMIVº 1 1VTruc Trang Walls’ÅTUIVLXQK\]ZM[\PI\
QV[\QVK\\WKZMI\MUMIVQVOQ[XIZ\QK]TIZTa[\QU]TI\ML#LWaW]\PQVSQ\KIV
JM[I\Q[ÅML'
1¼L[IaQ\KIVJMW^MZ[I\Q[ÅML_PQKPK]ZQW][TaTMI^M[aW]QV
the same place you started. The glass cabinets clearly fail to
synthesise meaning. On the contrary, they are saturated wells
of information. But of course it doesn’t leave you in the same
place you started at all; there is no such thing as square one.
1IUWVTaMVPIVKQVO\PM]VY]IV\QÅIJTMVI\]ZMWN UMIVQVO"
in fact, how can we accurately count something that involves
a variety of subconscious mechanisms? This is grounds for
an entirely new discussion, but let’s say the proximity of the
WJRMK\[\WMIKPW\PMZQV\PM[MQUIOM[KZMI\M[IVITUW[\QVÅVQ\M
KWTTMK\QWVWN [QU]T\IVMW][SVMMRMZSZMNMZMV\QITZMIK\QWV[QV
\PM^QM_MZ#J]\QVZMITQ\aaW]VMMLVWUWZM\PIVWVMWJRMK\
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NWZUMIVQVO\WZMRWQKMQV\PM»Å[[]ZM[¼WN »LQ[XIZI\MWZQOQV[¼
<PQ[KZMI\M[I[XIKMQVUa_WZS_PMZM\PMXMZ[WVITIVL\PM
]VQ^MZ[IT\MVL\WKWM`Q[\I[VWVWXXW[Q\M[
Throughout your work, the use of sound is deceiving, unpredictable, you
don’t allow the viewer to rely on it to understand what is going on. In
Truc Trang Walls, partial translations, sometimes covered by laughter
and construction machinery noises, create a disruptive soundtrack. It
deceives expectations created by the history of cinema and participates in
KZMI\QVOI[WUM_PI\ZMNZIK\WZaÅTUQKWJRMK\?W]TLaW][Ia\PI\aW]Z][M
of sound mirrors that of cinematography?
<PM[PWZ\IV[_MZPMZMQ[[QUXTaaM[<PM[W]VLUQZZWZ[WZ
ZMNZIK\[ \PM NZIOUMV\IZa KPIZIK\MZ WN  Ua KQVMUI\WOZIXPa
<PM[W]VL[MZ^M[\WLQ[Z]X\IVLXMZ^MZ\J]\IT[W\WM`\MVL
M`XIVL IVL IKKM[[ _PI\ Q[ JMQVO XMZKMQ^ML <PM ^QM_MZ
[PW]TL JM KWUXMTTML \W Y]M[\QWV \PM ZMTI\QWV[PQX JM\_MMV
_PI\ Q[ JMQVO [MMV IVL PMIZL IVL _QTT PWXMN]TTa LM^MTWX
\PM[\ZWVO[MV[M\PI\\PQ[X]bbTMKIVVW\JMX]\JIKS\WOM\PMZ
[MIUTM[[Ta I[ [WUM WN  \PM XQMKM[ IZM UQ[[QVO" QZZMXIZIJTM
PWTM[QV\PMVIZZI\Q^MWZ\PM[\WZa
Maybe these ‘irreparable holes’ also pertain to the identity of the main
protagonist, Diep Nguyen, who builds a California style house in VietNam? How would the postcolonial framework help understand his
XZWRMK\IVLPW_LWaW][Q\]I\M\PMXQMKMQV\PI\ZM[XMK\'
<PQ[_WZSUIX[,QMX6O]aMV¼[RW]ZVMaIVLWNNMZ[LQNNMZMV\
XWQV\[WN MV\ZaQV\WPQ[TQNM<PM[MLQNNMZMV\WJRMK\[IVLLM\IQT[
WVTa UISM [MV[M \WOM\PMZ \PZW]OP PQU <PM LWTT[ KTIU[
\W]ZQ[\[W]^MVQZ[IVLUMUMV\W[IZMITTXIZ\WN PQ[XMZ[WVIT
PQ[\WZa_PQKPQ\[MTN Q[IXWTQ\QKITPQ[\WZaI[_MTTIPQ[\WZa
WN  ZM\]ZVML UQOZI\QWV[ IVL LM NIK\W XWTQ\QKIT INÅTQI\QWV[
7VTa PM KIV JZQVO QV IVL W]\ WN  NWK][ \PM KILZM WN  \PM
ZMUMUJMZML\PMZMKW]V\MLIVL\PM[\QTTWVOWQVO:WW\MLQV
XTIKM[TQSM4Q\\TM;IQOWV+)IVL<Z]K<ZIVO>QM\VIU\PM
_WZSXZM[MV\[I_PQZTWN JIKSIVLNWZ\PIVLTIKSWN KPW[MV
NWK][UI\MZQITQbMLQVNIK\QV\PMXITXIJTMKWVÆQK\[\PI\IZQ[MQV
\PQ[ZMMVIK\UMV\WN [WZ\["\PMQVPMZMV\KTI[PM[WN IVMVLTM[[
TQVM]XWN [M\\TMUMV\[_PMZMQ\ZMUIQV[QVKZMI[QVOTa]VKTMIZ
_PQKP IK\QWV LQOZM[[M[ NZWU _PI\ X]ZXW[M \W \PM XWQV\ WN 
MNNIKQVO IVa WXXW[Q\QWV JM\_MMV QVITQMVIJTM KWVKMX\[ TQSM
M`QTMUMUWZaKWTWVaIVLPWUM

Opening spread Untitled (Truc Trang Walls,) 2006, Photocollage, cm 140 x
178. Left all Truc Trang Walls, 2006, stills from 16mm film installation, color,
sound, 14 min loop. Above Untitled (Truc Trang Walls,) 2006, Photocollage,
cm 140 x 178. Pages 96-97 Untitled (Truc Trang Walls,) 2006, Photocollage,
cm 140 x 178. All images © the artist, courtesy Galería Soledad Lorenzo, Madrid
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.ZWU»8I]T8NMQNNMZIVL2WPV*ITLM[[IZQQV+WV^MZ[I\QWV¼QV Paul Pfeiffer,
M`PKI\+PQKIOW"5][M]UWN +WV\MUXWZIZa)Z\,XX
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